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Abstract
In this paper, we propose a temporal feature augmented network for video instance segmentation. Video instance
segmentation task can be split into two subtasks: instance
segmentation and tracking. Similar to the previous work,
a track head is added to an instance segmentation network
to track object instances across frames. Then the network
can performing detection, segmentation and tracking tasks
simultaneously. We choose the Cascade-RCNN as the basic
instance segmentation network. Besides, in order to make
better use of the rich information contained in the video,
a temporal feature augmented module is introduced to the
network. When performing instance segmentation task on
a single frame, information from other frames in the same
video will be included and the performance of instance segmentation task can be effectively improved. Moreover, experiments show that the temporal feature augmented module can effectively alleviate the problem of motion blur and
pose variation.

1. Introduction
Detection, segmentation and tracking are three fundamental computer vision tasks, which attracted more and
more attention in recent years. In the domain of video analysis, these tasks have wide range of applications such as
autonomous driving and video editing. In [1], authors proposed a new task named as video instance segmentation.
The task of video instance segmentation aims at performing
detection, segmentation and tracking tasks simultaneously in videos. Video instance segmentation integrates three
tasks into one framework, and the three tasks can share all
the video level information.
The task of video instance segmentation can be split into
two subtasks: instance segmentation and tracking. In [1], a

tracking head is added to Mask-RCNN [2] to perform the
task of instance segmentation and tracking simultaneously. Performance of video instance segmentation is limited
by the accuracy of the two subtasks. Instance segmentation performs per-pixel labeling of objects at instance level, which usually implemented in two stages [2]. Besides
that, Cascade R-CNN [3] proposed a multi-stage detection
architecture to handle the problem of training hypotheses
with low quality. The performance of detection task can
be improved by a large margin with the cascade architecture. Moreover, Hybrid Task Cascade [4] introduced mask
information flow branch and semantic segmentation branch
to further improves the performance of instance segmentation, especially the mask head. For the task of video object
tracking, there are two scenarios. One is detection-based
tracking [5] and the other is detection-free tracking [6]. The
detection-based tracking task is closer to the video instance
segmentation.
Similar to the previous video instance segmentation
work, we first choose the Cascade R-CNN as basic instance
segmentation model. Then a tracking head is added to tracking object instances across frames. However, the traditional
instance segmentation architecture is designed for still images and there are some gaps between the image instance
segmentation and video instance segmentation. Firstly, directly applying the existing image instance segmentation
model to video instance segmentation task is difficult due
to the motion blur, pose variation and object occlusions.
Moreover, video sequences contain more features than still
images. These features are not used in existing instance segmentation model and can be used to further improve the performance of instance segmentation. To handle these problems, we introduced a temporal feature augmented module
into the existing instance segmentation model for integrating temporal feature. In our model, before the ROI feature
feeding into the second stage branch, similarity matching
and feature fusion are first performed with ROI feature from

Figure 1. The overall architecture of temporal feature augmented network.

other frames. Then the final inference results (detection,
segmentation and tracking) are based on the information
from multi-frame, which is more accurate than the results
obtained from single-frame. Besides, compared to the original tracking head in [1], we added a deformation factor to
further improve the tracking performance.

2. Methods
2.1. Overall architecture
The overall architecture of our model is illustrated in
Figures 1. Because the performance of video instance segmentation task is largely dependent on the accuracy of image instance segmentation, we choose the Cascade R-CNN
as our basic still image instance segmentation model and
ResNext-101 [7] as the backbone. Same to [1], in parallel
to the original three branches (classification, bounding box
regression, mask segmentation), a tracking head is added to
assign object id to each candidate box. Before the ROI features feeding into the four branches, this ROI features are
first enhanced by the temporal feature augmented module.
Then the detection and segmentation results are obtained in
the same way as in Cascade R-CNN, the tracking results are
obtained in the same way as in [1].

2.2. Temporal feature augmentation module
The temporal feature augmented module is proposed to
mine potential features in video sequence and alleviate the
problem of motion blur, pose variation and object occlusions. The structure of temporal feature augmented module
is illustrated in Figures 2. During training stage, we first
randomly sample N frames {x1 , x2 ...xn } from the video sequence. Then one of the N frames is randomly selected as
the training sample (suppose as xk ), and the other frames

are used to provide temporal features. All sampled frames
are first pass through the RPN to get proposals. Suppose
k
{r1k , r2k ...rm
} is the m proposals generated from xk , and
s s
s
{r1 , r2 ...rp } is the p proposals generated from all sampled
frames, where p = N ∗ m, superscript k indicates proposals from the training sample and superscript s indicates
proposals from all sampled frames. Then top t proposals
{r1s , r2s ...rts } are selected from the p proposals for temporal
feature augmenting according to the score.
k
} is first computed
Each proposal rik from {r1k , r2k ...rm
s
similarity with each proposal rj in {r1s , r2s ...rts }. For each
k
pair {ri , rsj }, a siamese network fe which is a fully conk
nected layer embed them into a new feature space {ei , esj }.
Then the similarity between the two proposals are measured
by cosine similarity between the two embedding:
sij = cos ine(fe (rik ), fe (rjs ))

(1)

The sij is normalized across the t proposals by softmax
function. Then the proposal rik is recomputed according
to the similarity:
t
∧
X
rik =
sij rjs
(2)
j=1
∧

The recomputed proposal rik feature is aggregated by proposal features from all sampled frames and therefore contains more temporal features. The recomputed proposal feature can be more discriminative when used for subsequent
branches. For example, it is difficult to distinguish a fox
facing away from the camera form a single frame. But if
the proposal integrates features from other frames, in which
the fox is facing the camera, it will be easier to distinguish
its category.

Figure 2. The temporal feature augmented module.

2.3. Tracking head
During training stage, tracking head in our model is same
as [1]. During inference stage, we add more additional cues
from mask head. Besides the assigning probability, detection score, IOU of bounding boxes and category label consistency, IOU of instance mask is also added as the additional cues. The IOU of instance mask can be viewed as a
deformation factor and experiments show that it effectively
improves tracking accuracy.

3. Experiments
Implementation details. We choose Cascade-RCNN
as our basic image instance segmentation model due to its
good performance in our experiments. ResNext101-FPN
pretrained on MS-COCO dataset is adopted as the backbone. Overall architecture is implemented base on the public implementation [8]. We further split the YouTube-VIS
training set into 1902 offline-training set and 336 offlinevalidation set. Our model is trained on offline-training set
and evaluated on the offline-validation set. The results of
YouTube-VIS validation set and test set are evaluated by
submitting to the CodaLab site. The original frame sizes are
downsampled to 640 × 360 for both training and evaluation
in our model and the model is trained on four Tesla-V100
with batchsize 4.
Results on YouTube-Video Instance Segmentation
Challenge. The proposed temporal feature augmented network achieves competitive performance on YouTube-Video
Instancce Segmentation Challenge. Table 3 shows the ranking results on YouTube-Video Instance Segmentation Challenge test set. Our model gets 0.444 mAp which ranks fifth
in the final leaderboard. Some qualitative results predicted by our model are shown in Figures 3. As shown in the
qualitative results, the model can still get satisfactory results
when dealing with frames with motion blur, pose variation

and multi-objects.

4. Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a temporal feature augmented
network for video instance segmentation. A tracking head
and a temporal feature augmented module is introduced to
image instance segmentation model to perform the task of
video instance segmentation. The temporal feature augmented module aggregated features from multi-frames for
single frame inference, which can effectively alleviate the
problem such as motion blur and pose variation. In the future, we will explore more architectures to utilize spatialtemporal feature for video instance segmentation.
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Figure 3. Qualitative results on YouTube-VIS dataset.
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